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Abstract

Diabetes and obesity directly related to an imbalance between energy intake and energy expenditure, namely, a healthy lifestyle.
Physical activity and diet can prevent excess body weight and obesity, and help to manage diabetes. To guide prevention and
management of diabetes and obesity more efficiently, this paper introduces a new theory, which explicitly models different health
behaviors in unison.
The Compensatory Carry-over Action Model (CCAM) proposes five axioms for modeling different health behaviors: (1) Different
health behaviors (in this case, physical activity and nutrition) are interrelated, and they are driven by (2) emotionally relevant higher-level goals. (3) Each single behavior needs to be intended; this intention translated into behavior via planning, and the process is
moderated by self-efficacy. (4) Carry-over mechanisms enable inter-behavioral learning, and compensatory cognitions can facilitate
but also hinder the execution of both behaviors. (5) The outcome can result in the reduction of the stress response and the increase
of well-being.
There is little previous research on the CCAM’s assumptions, which necessitates further investigations. Likewise, the evidence- and
theory-based axioms should guide interventions targeting obesity and diabetes, as well as many other health challenges and diseases.
Prevention and management of diabetes and obesity can become more efficient when using the CCAM for designing and evaluating
interventions.
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Introduction
Health behavior change related to diabetes and obesity
Being obese is the main risk factor for many diseases,
such as cancer, coronary heart disease, diabetes, skeletal disease
and stroke. Both diabetes and obesity are directly related to an
imbalance between energy intake and energy expenditure[1,2].
Lifestyle changes consisting of regular physical activity and a
balanced diet can prevent or reduce excess body weight and obesity[3]. Therefore, designers of interventions should take both of
these behaviors and their antecedents into account[4-6].
However, there is a lack of theoretical understanding of
such multiple and complex behavior interrelations like physical
activity and diet, which can explain past problems with changing
those different behaviors[3,7]. Thus, the purpose of this paper is to
contribute to the understanding and facilitation of both physical
activity and healthy eating together, and thus help to prevent or
manage obesity and diabetes more effectively.

A new theory on healthy lifestyles and complex behavior
change
There is currently initial evidence on how behaviors
interrelate[8,9]. However, this evidence exists mainly with regard
to modelling and changing single behaviors. For single behaviors, it has been found that social-cognitive factors play a key
role[10,11]. Thus far, we know rather little about the mechanisms of
multiple health behavior change (MHBC). At present, only parts
of MHBC have been modeled in theories, and comprehensive
theories are still missing[12]. Such comprehensive theories should
model mechanisms that drive different behaviors, such as energy
expenditure (i.e. physical activity) and energy intake (i.e. nutrition) in unison; though, little systematic knowledge is currently
available about such mechanisms in practice. In the following,
this paper outlines a novel theory, with the aim to close this gap.
The Compensatory Carry-over Action Model (CCAM,
Figure 1) integrates state-of-the-science research: It combines
different social-cognitive factors for single health behaviors,
which in turn facilitate multiple single behaviors. These so
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Health Action Process Approach (HAPA)[13], which results in the
CCAM consisting of self-efficacy, intention and plans (Figure
1, and section below). In addition, the CCAM models multiple
health behavior change with mechanisms such as carry-over
mechanisms and compensatory cognitions (Figure 1, and section below). Furthermore, higher-level goals or so-called life
goals[14,15] are assumed to drive the different single behaviors
(Figure 1, and section below), and finally, the different behaviors influence stress-management and well-being, which in turn
influence individuals’ planning and self-efficacy beliefs (Figure
1).
Compensatory Carry-Over Action Model (CCAM)
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Figure 1: The Compensatory Carry-over Action Model.(CCAM)
CC=Compensatory Cognition.
Behavior A=physical activity, non-smoking, detection behavior
such as feet checking, or blood sugar tests etc.
Behavior B=nutrition, moderate/no alcohol consumption, or
medication compliance etc.
Specifically, the CCAM predicts that each single behavior change starts with the formation of a regarding intention
(e.g., “I intend to be physically active three times a week for 30
minutes or longer”). This intention must be translated into plans
(e.g., “I have precisely planned when, where and how I will be
physically active”) also known as implementation intentions[16].
If plans are specific in terms of what to do in certain situations
and in the face of potential barriers, individuals can eventually
execute their intentions and plans more automatically. This also
improves goal pursuit and makes performance of the behavior
more likely[17].
Self-efficacy, which refers to one’s belief in their own
ability to do something in face of barriers (e.g., “I am capable
of adopting an activity schedule in spite of inner temptations”)
is another important factor that determines goal pursuit and behavior performance[18,19]. However, many people face problems
when pursuing health goals, which are often a consequence of
other health behaviors. It is therefore important to pay attention
to inter-behavioral aspects, such as compensatory cognitions
and carry-over mechanisms, and to higher-level goals, which are
both drivers of single behaviors (Figure 1, and section below).
Compensatory cognitions
The assumptions of compensatory cognitions stem
from the Compensatory Health Beliefs Model[20]. Compensatory Health Beliefs can exist in all individuals (such as other
beliefs like attitudes) and can be activated if an intention failed
to be translated into behavior, or as justification for unhealthy
behaviors. This activation can happen either prior to the actual
www.ommegaonline.org
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situation in which the behavior should be enacted (as reasoning
for not doing it), or afterwards (as an explanation for unfulfilled
goals, also known as dissonance).
Compensatory Cognitions (CC) emerge if individuals
perceive a discrepancy between their intentions (e.g., perform
physical activity three times a week) and their actual behavior performance (e.g., performing physical activities only one
time per week[20]). Dissonance is a perception, which people try
to reduce by cognitive or behavioral actions. Cognitive dissonance reductions could lead to adjust the intention “three times
a week” to “one time per week”. At the same time, CCs can
have an effect on subsequent complex behavior performance:
For example, a diabetes patient received the recommendation to
perform daily physical activity and not eat any candy any more,
but has huge difficulties with both behaviors. Then the CC “if
I have performed my daily physical activity I can eat a little
candy” might help to adopt the physical activity behavior. After
some time, he might experience that physical activity results in
positive experiences and that candy is not needed any more to
trigger the physical activity behavior.
In other words, CCs can function as intentions, post-hoc
explanations or subjective beliefs. CCs can be measured by items
like, for example, “One might compensate for not exercising as
planned by exercising later on” or “One can make up for too
little physical activity with eating healthier”. CCs can determine
when and how people act in accordance with their intentions
or not, and what the possible psychological consequences are.
For example, the above described diabetes patient had originally
formed the intention to eat no candy and to be physically active
every day for 30 minutes or more. During the first 2 weeks, he
could only manage to get physically active by rewarding himself
with candy, which is opposing the intention not eating candy, but
in accordance with his CCs that eating unhealthy can compensated by physical activity. However, maintaining the intention
not eating candy helps him to alter the rewarding stimuli of the
candy with the reward by the physical activity itself like feeling
more relaxed or happy. In previous studies, CCs found to correlate positively with risk behaviors and symptoms[20-22], to determine self-regulation failure and lower goal-attainment[23]. In
addition, CCs have been associated with fewer health behaviors
and motivational stage movements [22].
This clearly indicates that previous research on CCs exists; however, it faces two major problems. Firstly, correlational
research might have overlooked non-linear patterns, i.e. medium
CCs might have a positive effect on behavior enactment (like in
the example with the candy, after the first 2 weeks candy eating
could be given up); whereas too high CCs hinder it (in the example with the candy if the CCs would block the intention to
eat no candy and consequently, only physical activity would be
changed but candy eating would be maintained over time instead
of giving this risk behavior up). Secondly, past studies have not
investigated whether CCs work specifically and depending on
the individual’s motivation and previous behaviors (cf. Table 1).
CCs can be harmful if they cause individuals to give up an intention. Nevertheless, theoretically CCs can also set the stage for a
cial-cognitive assumptions on single behaviors stem from the
new intention and the relevant behavior (dotted lines in Figure
1). Therefore, the CCAM theorizes CCs as unique factors with
specific functions (see Table 1).
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Table 1: Prediction of the impact of compensatory cognitions (CCs) under the
condition
No previous Behavior B

Previous Behavior B

No previous
Behavior A

If CCs are (too) high: undermining the intention and goal attainment - i.e. no behavior change in
both domains (Behavior A and B)

If CCs are (too) high:
effective for behavior B
maintenance, but behavior A is not performed

Previous
Behavior A

If CCs are (too) high: effective If CCs are (too) high:
for behavior A maintenance; but both behaviors are at risk
behavior B is not performed
of being discontinued

Behavior A and Behavior B are not adopted yet, or have been performed before
but not habituated.
Note. Behavior A=physical activity, non-smoking, detection behavior such as
feet checking, or blood sugar tests etc.
Behavior B=nutrition, moderate/no alcohol consumption, or medication compliance etc.

If the aim of a MHBC intervention is to optimize two
or more behaviors at a time (e.g., nutrition and physical activity),
it is imperative to (1) prevent CCs from leading to giving up
the formed intention (e.g., nutrition), and to (2) foster medium
CCs regarding another behavior (e.g., activity) - which actually
facilitate both behaviors. By doing so, these CCs should be or
become as specific as possible (like plans). Only then, will individuals make use of their CCs and adopt a new behavior. Thus,
it is important to monitor that people translate their CCs into
compensatory behavior via intentions and plans. Theoretically,
this can achieved by forming a new intention, as modelled in the
CCAM (see Figure 1, dotted lines). This assumption, however,
has not received sufficient attention in the past research and future research needs to examine it systematically.
Carry-Over Mechanisms
Other factors that work specifically in the volitional
processes of health behavior change are Carry-Over Mechanisms
(COM) between different behaviors. COM are also known as
Transfer[24,25] or Spill-Over[26]. One can measure COM as a mechanism carrying over resources from one domain to another, or
in terms of one behavior serving as a gateway for another[27-31].
Generally, experiences, skills, knowledge and self-efficacy can
be carried-over to different behaviors and domains. While a substantial amount of research exists on transfer in educational and
occupational areas, studies in the health behavior domain testing
transfer and comparable concepts are comparatively few.
The first preliminary findings on COM stem from studies investigating correlations of behaviors or clusters of individuals. One such study is that by Lippke, Nigg, and Maddock[9],
in which one group of participants performed some behaviors
at an optimal level (e.g., physical activity) and was motivated
to change the ones that were sub-optimal (e.g., nutrition). From
this, one might assume that individuals were carrying-over their
motivation (to perform physical activity on a regular basis) to
change other behaviors as well (nutrition). Another group of
study participants already maintained all behaviors optimally,
so presumably had already carried-over all needed cognitions,
resources and skills. Single studies are currently investigating
this with longitudinal and quasi-experimental designs.
Selective evidence supporting the “gateway” assumption exists, suggesting that cognitive transfer and behavioral outcomes mainly occur with physical activity resources transferred
to nutrition behaviors[28-30]. However, no study could found exLippke S

plicitly targeting transfer in a RCT, testing its effect in contrast
to an active control group. This needs further attention in the
future. The same holds true for examining the driver of different
behaviors, which is hypothesized by the CCAM as higher-level
goals (see below).
Emotionally relevant Higher-Level Goals
The CCAM includes life goals or higher-level goals
(e.g., “Currently, my main goal in life is...” “...changing my
weight,” “...being successful with my career,” or “...preventing
having to take medication to regulate my diabetes”). If they are
emotionally relevant (e.g., “when I do something in accordance
with this goals I feel content and happy”; see Figure 1, right
side), they determine to what extent different behaviors are intended and performed. This originates from the Motivational
Theory of Life-Span Development[14] and the Revised Adaptation Theory of Well-Being[32].
Higher-level goals can differ in terms of when or how
specific the outcomes of the behaviors can expected. Long-term
goals (such as health that can result from physical activity) unfold their effect only in the long run, while short-term goals
(such as enjoyment, which can directly result from physical activity) contrarily have more immediate[33,34], and sometimes even
adverse effects on health. Moreover, the emotional relevance of
the higher-level goals determines whether individuals form an
intention and change their behavior.
Only when goals are emotionally relevant and incorporated into self-identity will they be strong enough to change
behaviors. One higher-level goal (e.g., to change body weight)
can motivate specific behaviors (usually physical activity and
nutrition). At the same time, such a goal should not conflict
with other goals, which could inhibit health behaviors and support obesity or hinder diabetes prevention and management[35].
Conflicting goals could be to invest all energy into ones career,
which seems to leave no time for investing time into physical activity and eating healthy. In that case, the different goals need to
harmonized, which is an important element in complex behavior
interventions. This can be done for instance by clarifying the
role of health and long-term well-being for working efficiently
and being successful with one’s career.
Although most people tend to be motivated by emotionally relevant goals, which are short-term oriented [32], e.g.,
to strive for enjoyment or rest, the majority of health promotion
programs for adults address mainly long-term goals, i.e. health
related outcomes[36]. At the same time, individuals exhibit problems recognizing and engaging in long-term goals[37], which is
true especially if one feels stressed, making impulsive actions
more likely (such as eating unhealthily to regulate negative
mood, or to not sticking to exercising goals because of acute
exhaustion; see following section).
Only if individuals have a higher-level goal at a sufficiently high level can they feed into an intention to change behaviors[15]. One higher-level goal (e.g., to change body weight,
or to manage diabetes without medication) can affect intentions
and engagement towards different behaviors (usually physical
activity and nutrition). In this sense, higher-level goals are similar to outcome expectancies, which are regarded in many theories
as important for intention formation and goal pursuit[38,39]. Thus,
different intentions to perform health behaviors (see Figure 1,
left side) are influenced by higher-level goals, and higher-level
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goals are quite generic (i.e., are related to both behaviors). Higher-level goals can also change during the lifetime [14] making a
developmental perspective, age and experience are important.
Stress management with health behaviors
Most people experience different stressors, which
can interfere with adopting and maintaining health behaviors.
If individuals have set a goal and are not reaching this goal
(e.g., because of CCs, or situations such as work stress), their
well-being is affected[40]. Many theories have stated this before
(e.g., Demand-Control Model[41] and Effort-Reward Imbalance
Model[42]), and since then the body of evidence has continued
to grow. However, the CCAM explicitly incorporates stressors
(tempting situations, daily hassles and chronic stressors), and
how well people cope with them through health behaviors.
On the other side of this, previous evidence has demonstrated that a healthy lifestyle (i.e. regular physical activity and
low-caloric food) prevents stress[1,43]. Furthermore, physical exercise in particular was found to buffer the negative effect of
stress on health[44,5]. The two-ended arrows between stress management and higher-level goals (Figure 1) indicate these effects.
In conclusion, the CCAM predicts the following axioms.

Conclusion
Axioms of the CCAM
Taking all assumptions of the CCAM together, the following
axioms are proposed based on previous research and theories:
1. Different health behaviors (such as activity and nutrition) interrelate.
2. Emotionally relevant higher-level goals (e.g., “my main goal
in life is to prevent being obese”) drive different health behaviors by initiating and strengthening behavior-specific intentions
(e.g., “I intend to be physically active every day for 30 minutes
or more”).
3. Within each behavior domain, individuals translate their intentions into behavior via planning (e.g., “I always go for a run
after work”). Self-efficacy (e.g., “I am confident that I will go
for a run every day, even if I have time pressure at work”) is a
significant moderator of planning, and additionally affects behavior directly.
4. Behavior-specific processes for behavior A (physical activity)
and behavior B (nutrition) interrelate via carry-over mechanisms
(e.g., “I have learned how to manage going for a run every day
even if something comes up, and I can make similar plans for
eating healthy products even if my friends and acquaintances
eat fast food”), and via compensatory cognitions (e.g., “If I eat
unhealthy now I can make up for that by exercising”).
5. A healthy lifestyle consists of multiple health behaviors,
which reduce the stress response and increase well-being.
Research Agenda and Outlook
The CCAM provides options for explaining and improving healthy lifestyles to prevent and manage obesity and
diabetes. All assumptions of the CCAM need to be tested more
systematically in the future, especially in the context of obesity
and diabetes prevention and management.
The Axioms (see above) can be studied individually or
the model’s assumptions (Figure 1) may be tested as a whole.
Different research approaches should be used and theory refinewww.ommegaonline.org
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ments should be applied based on the findings. Most importantly, the theoretical and evidence-based assumptions should guide
interventions targeting the prevention and management of obesity and diabetes, as well as many other health challenges and
diseases.
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